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Member diversity
30 − 59  IXes
28 − 29  IXes
26 − 27  IXes
24 − 25  IXes
22 − 23  IXes
20 − 21  IXes
18 − 19  IXes
16 − 17  IXes
14 − 15  IXes
12 − 13  IXes
10 − 11  IXes
8 − 9  IXes
6 − 7  IXes
4 − 5  IXes
2 − 3  IXes
0 − 1  IXes
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Distribution of ASNs Participating in >=10 IXes

Number of ASNs participating at >=10 IXes is 106; total 6566
IX participation per ASN
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Framing the Value of IX 
Participation

Domain

Key Questions

Options and Learning Effects

Methods and Remaining Work

The ResearchMotivationProblem

Jesse Sowell, ESD PhD Candidate

Thank You!

Start: September 2009
Research Group: Advanced Network Architecture Group, CSAIL
Thesis Advisor: Dr. D. Clark Committee: Prof. K. Oye (chair); Prof. C. Fine; Prof. N. Choucri; Dr. F. Field

Semi-structured Interviews 
•Existing interviews include heuristics around uniqueness and 

redundancy that yield hard to quantify benefits
•Heuristics have been refined into an options model
Structured Interviews and Survey
• Identify sample of participants in IXes of various sizes and 

stages of development
•Deploy survey based on variables in options model and follow-

up with directed, structured interviews of stratified sample of 
respondents

Options Model
•Further parameterize options model if possible•What are the collateral, intangible benefits of IX participation?

•How are these benefits conditioned on the the value-
propositions of the participants?

• IXes can be described as having three key governance 
norms: mutuality, neutrality, non-compete.  How do these 
foster collateral benefits?  Is there a sustaining function?

•How have collateral benefits shaped infrastructure in the 
developed world?

•What will the effects of collateral benefits be in developing 
regions?  Can mistakes in developed world (US) be avoided?

When Internet eXchanges (IXes) were developed to localize 
expensive traffic flows, transit savings were sufficient justification 
for IX platform development and participation. Transit savings 
became the de facto indicator, overshadowing emerging 
collateral benefits. Recently, transit and IX costs seem to be 
converging (below). Unpacking collateral benefits of IX 
participation consistently returned to the benefits of finding 
unique interconnection partners and/or redundant 
interconnection relationships. These are conceptually distinct but 
complementary objectives. Another key theme was the dynamic 
nature of the decision process: how does interconnection 
provisioning on IXes contribute to the incremental development 
of strategic bundles of interconnection relations?

Cyber Security & the Governance Gap:
Complexity, Contention, Cooperation

MIT, January 6-7, 2014
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The yellow range comprises 
transport networks and some large 

access networks.
Hypothesis: subsets of these IXes 
facilitate region value networks

The canonical value 
network is eyeballs and 

content, but there are many 
other types of networks than 

just “ISPs.” What value 
networks live here?

Who are these 
prolific IX participants?  

Google, Akamai, 
Hurricane Electric, PCH.  
Content, CDNs, tier-2 
transit/transport, and 

measurement networks Uncertainty in Growth

tra
ffi

c

time

Netflix lives here and is 
moving to the right

Substantive 
growth

These discussions inspired a framework that highlights the role 
of IX-mediated options in the context of the larger 
interconnection market. It has facilitated more precisely 
specifying hypotheses---IX-mediated interconnection options 
have immediate and longer term effects for the interconnection 
market. Immediate local effects are reductions in certain types of 
transaction costs, in particular measurement costs. In the larger 
market, IX-mediated options foster a feedback loop that 
engenders learning effects.  These are hypothesized to reduce 
barriers to broader market participation and the development of 
strategic interconnection bundles. Ongoing work reframes these 
hypotheses as empirical questions for more directed studies of 
the industry and the attendant governance practices.

Moderate Negligible?Geocoding of IP blocks 
allocated to ASNs participating 

in regional cluster of Italian 
IXes

Naples

Rome

Florence

Bologna

Milan
Turin

Venice

Hypothesis: Disintermediation 
allows use of generalized asset to 

delay more specific investment 
until better information on traffic 
growth is available to both actors

Tier-2 transit/
transport, medium-

sized regional eyeball 
networks, Anycast 

infrastructure, 
regional hosting/

CDNs

Notice the high 
proportion of uniques (dark 

blue streak) at both PTT 
(Brazil) and MSK-IX (Moscow).   

PTT: language difference; 
MSK-IX: participants have 

legal limitations on IX 
membership


